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The eccentric captain Abby and her food critic Kapp set sail 
across Thousand Seas in this thrilling animated adventure series. 
Paid to deliver a mysterious pirate chest, danger abounds from 

ravenous sea monsters to failed treasure hunters.
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EXT. EMPTY OCEAN - DAY

No islands in sight. Moments later, DISTANT VOICES are heard 
as a sailboat, the Broken Compass, drifts along the horizon 
and onto the screen.

ABBY (O.S.)
Think shark tastes good?

KAPP (O.S.)
It should.

ABBY (O.S.)
Hunter? Hammerhead? Oh! What about 
Great White?

KAPP (O.S.)
It should.

ABBY (O.S.)
I’ve been craving something big and 
mean recently.

EXT. THE BROKEN COMPASS - DECK - CONTINUOUS

The Broken Compass has seen better days, being a messy but 
charming little vessel. ABBY, a tall and lanky humanoid 
seabird in bright-blue captain’s attire, leisurely hangs off 
the mast. She radiates a carefree and theatrical presence.

KAPP is the opposite, a short and stout giant salamander with 
a dull-red vest and a permanent glare. He moves slowly and is 
always monotone in his sharp, tactless remarks.

Kapp sits on a bench writing in his book, the "DIVINE GUIDE 
of EXCEPTIONAL EATS", while Abby talks from above.

ABBY (CONT’D)
Come on, Kapp! You can’t keep a 
lady hanging. Isn’t knowing good 
food your job?

Kapp doesn’t look up from his book.

KAPP
I’m a food critic, yes.

ABBY
You’ve probably had shark a million 
bajillion times. So... is it any 
good?
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KAPP
No one’s made it right, so I 
wouldn’t know.

Abby laughs and swings upright along the mast.

ABBY
I wonder if anything will sate 
those divine little taste buds of 
yours. There’s gotta be one cook 
you like being around!

KAPP
Shouldn’t you be watching where 
we’re going?

ABBY
Watching what? The clouds--

The ship collides with the dock of a small island with a 
dainty bar barely fitted onto it. The boat is fine, but the 
collision throws Kapp and Abby across the dock and through 
the establishment’s front doors.

CUT TO

INT. SHABBY BAR - DAY

Kapp and Abby tumble violently up to the bar. Abby lands 
elegantly into one of its stools. Kapp slams into the stool 
next to her, bent over it.

ABBY
(to Bartender)

Two of your finest waters!

Abby picks up Kapp and properly settles him into the stool.

ABBY (CONT'D)
And my friend will have the menu.
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